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AGENDA

1. Introduction to the methodology
2. Expected benefits
3. Remarks concerning standards and standardization
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Objectives
Cybersecurity certification under the European Union
Cybersecurity Act (CSA) is intended to increase trust and security
for European consumers and businesses and help to achieve a
genuine digital single market.

Key objectives for the definition of the proposed
methodology
‒ Market acceptance
‒ Coherence between certification schemes under the EU
framework
‒ Support for all layers of the ICT market
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CSA REQUIREMENTS
The European Cybersecurity Act stipulates
• risk-based identification of security and certification requirements
• risk-based assignment of assurance levels
• security by design

• Consistent implementation of assurance levels across schemes

The project shall provide a methodology that supports these goals
for the drafting of sectoral candidate cybersecurity certification
schemes.
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The proposed methodology should be used in a preparatory step for drafting sectoral
cybersecurity certification schemes.
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APPROACH FOR DEFINING THE
METHODOLOGY
Definition of the methodology in consecutive steps:
1. Understanding and structuring sectoral systems, structuring
cybersecurity certification schemes
2. Identifying the reference standards, bridging gaps, enabling
information exchange
3. Risk assessment and CTI – sound understanding of the sectoral
objectives, the sectoral service system, related risks and information
on attack potential as basis for all further steps
4. Concept for consistent, risk based definition of security and
assurance
5. Standards are used as far as possible and serve as „stepstones
of trust“.
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TYPICAL SECTORAL ICT SERVICE SYSTEM
Coordination of sectoral
activities, setting rules by e.g.

Sectoral ICT
system /
sectoral
stakeholders

•
•

Governmental org
Sectoral body or headoffice
Specifies requirements
to commonly used ICT
products, ICT infrastructure services

End user

Sectoral ICT
service
providers

Sectoral
organizations
and their ISMsystems

Uses own or sectoral
ICT products (e.g.
smartphone, card)

Purchase ICT
products

ICT
infrastructures

Generic ICT
products
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Infrastructure A (e.g. 5G network services)
Infrastructure B (e.g. ID service)

Contract ICT
infrastructure services

KEY FEATURES OF THE METHODOLOGY

STRUCTURING CERTIFICATION SCHEMES
Practicality requires a
LAYERED STRUCTURE OF CERTIFICATION SCHEMES:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sectoral schemes
Infrastructure service schemes (which potentially support several sectoral schemes)
Product and process schemes (which potentially support several sectoral and infrastructure schemes)
ISMS certification of sectoral organizations

A layered approach to certification requires that the schemes can be linked:
‒ Terminology and implementation of key parameters like assurance, security level
are harmonized or at least comparable
‒ Sectoral requirements can be communicated to and will be implemented by
supporting schemes
‒ Sector must provide information on risk related to the intended use
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KEY FEATURES OF THE METHODOLOGY

ESTABLISHING INFORMATION EXCHANGE
BETWEEN CERTIFICATION LAYERS
Subject:
1.

Sectoral risk assessment and ISMS of sectoral stakeholders typically follow the ISO/IEC 270xx
series of standards (ISMS-standards). Product evaluation is mainly using the ISO/IEC 15408
series as basis.

2.

Terminology and viewpoints of these standards are partly diverging

Measure: Enabling information exchange by mapping of divergent terms
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1.

The team conducted a comparison of the use of terms in ISO/IEC 270xx and ISO/IEC 15408

2.

Differences were documented and divergent meanings were explained

3.

On this basis, a precise exchange of requirements and supporting information between the
sectoral layer and the product layer is now supported.

ENABLING INFORMATION EXCHANGE
BETWEEN STANDARD FAMILIES
Product level - Need
for information

Sectoral level Source of information
Roles & responsibilities
of stakeholders
Identification of assets
per stakeholder

Context establishment

Functional architecture
Use cases / scenarios
Scoping & context

Context of
„Intended use“of
the ICT product

Risk identification

Risk analysis

Assumptions about the
environment (A.)

2
Threats to assets (T.)

Organizational Security
Policy (P.)

3

7

10

6
Security objectives for the environment
(OE.)

8

choosing SFRs
to meet security
objectives

ISO/IEC 15408-2

Mapping
to ISO/IEC
15408

Security problem

determining security
objectives to resolve
the security problem

TOE Security objectives (O.)

SFR - security functional
requirements (FXX_XXX_n.m)

Identification of security and
assurance requirements
and levels
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5
mapping SFRs
to Security
Objectives
(tracing)

Risk assessment

define

requires further Risk
Treatment beyond the
scope of evaluation

Mapping
to ISO/IEC
15408

Risk evaluation

RA – Developer s perspective

1

TOE

SAR – security assurance
requirements (AYY.YYY_n.m)
choosing
SARs to meet
required level
of assurance
(AL)
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defined by
- scope
- depth
- rigour
of evaluation

ISO/IEC 15408-3

RA – Risk Owner s Perspective

KEY FEATURES OF THE METHODOLOGY

IDENTIFICATION OF RISK ASSOCIATED WITH THE
INTENDED USE
Subject:
1.

The sectoral risk assessment shall generate information about the risk associated with the
intended use of ICT services, ICT products and ICT processes to be certified.

Measure: Introduce three-layer risk assessment
The risk assessment will be conducted at 3 layers in consecutive order starting from 1.:
1.

Analysis of business objectives and business processes:
‒
‒

2.

Risk assessment at primary information asset layer
‒
‒

3.

Identification of attack scenarios for primary assets, probability and impact of incidents and resulting
risks
Identification of supporting assets (ICT products, ICT services, ICT processes and sectoral ISMS)
which are supporting primary information assets

Risk assessment at supporting asset layer
‒
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documentation and analysis of potential risks,
identification of primary information assets which are of importance for the business objectives

The intended use of every asset critical to support of the sectoral business functions and associated
risk will be documented

KEY FEATURES OF THE METHODOLOGY

RISK ASSESSMENT, SECURITY AND ASSURANCE
LEVEL DEFINITION SUPPORTED BY CTI
Subject:
1. Attacker types, their motivation and capacities have significant influence on the
estimation of probability and impact of incidents. Also, attack potential is of
importance for the definition of security and assurance levels.
2. To date, reliable information about attackers is often unavailable at sectoral level.

Measure: Introduce CTI, use of sectoral threat landscape
Estimation of attacker types and attack potential in parallel to assessing risk:
Primary asset layer :
‒

Identification of potential attacker types and their motivation and capacities related to sectoral
risks  reflected in the definition of “probability” and “impact”

Supporting asset layer:
‒
‒
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Attacker types and potential identified during the primary layer assessment will be reviewed for
each asset critical to the support of sectoral business functions.
Specific attack potential will be used for the definition of required security and assurance level
for the particular supporting asset.

KEY FEATURES OF THE METHODOLOGY

CONSISTENT, RISK BASED DEFINITION OF
SECURITY AND ASSURANCE

Objective:
Support consistency of assurance levels across schemes and a risk-based
approach by
‒ establishing a common reference for comparison of assurance and security across
certification schemes

‒ providing the flexibility to connect all relevant kinds of schemes (EU schemes and
e.g. CC, industry, lightweight, ISMS-based schemes) and their certificates
‒ supporting the definition of requirements to security and assurance based on the risk
associated with the intended use
‒ supporting mapping to the 3 CSA assurance levels
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KEY FEATURES OF THE METHODOLOGY

CONSISTENT, RISK BASED DEFINITION OF
SECURITY AND ASSURANCE
How is consistency achieved?
‒ Definition of an internal level concept for risk (MRC), attack potential (AP), security
(CSL) and assurance levels (CAR)
‒ Default relationships between defined levels of risk, attack potential, security and
assurance

How is flexibility achieved?
‒ Comparability of assurance based on relevant parameters instead of conformity with
particular standards  flexibility to connect alternative evaluation approaches
‒ Sectoral risk assessment leaves flexibility for stakeholder´s “risk appetite”
‒ Exceptions from “default” relationships between risk / attack potential and security or
assurance are allowed if documented and explained
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DEFINITION OF SECURITY LEVELS BASED ON RISK
AND ATTACK POTENTIAL
CSL1

Sectoral
Risk 1

MRC1

CSL2

Sectoral
Risk N

Sectoral
Risk 2

MRC2

Mapping
of
Sectoral
Risks to
Meta Risk
Classes

Common
MRC3

Control
objectives
for all levels

MRC4

MRC5

CSA Meta Risk
Classes

Sectoral
representation of
RA output
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CSL3
CSL4
CSL5

Control
objectives

AP,
motivation

CTI

Selection
of
Common
Security
Level per
control

AP, opportunity,
means

Normalized representation for cross-sector
consistency

CSL-scaled
controls

DEFINITION OF ASSURANCE LEVELS BASED ON
RISK AND ATTACK POTENTIAL

AP,
motivation

CTI
Sectoral
representation of
RA output
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CAR1

Basic
MRC2

Mapping
of
Sectoral
Risks to
CSA Meta
Risk
Classes

MRC3

CAR2
Selection of
CAR based on
MRC and AP

CAR3

MRC4

Mapping
defined
by
scheme

Substantial

CAR4

High
MRC5

Sectoral
Risk N

Sectoral
Risk 2

Sectoral
Risk 1

MRC1

CSA Meta Risk
Classes

CAR5
Common
Assurance
References

CSA Assurance
Levels

AP, opportunity,
means
Normalized representation of risk and
assurance for cross-sector consistency

CSA representation
of assurance

KEY FEATURES OF THE METHODOLOGY

FUNCTIONAL MODEL
Supporting
certification schemes

Sectoral ICT service system / scheme
ISO/IEC 270xx-based methods and terms

ISMS certification / sectoral
ICT
subsystems
ISMS
Risk
Treatment for
ISMS Risk Treatment for

Risk Assessment

sectoral
subsystems
/ processes
Sectoral
stakeholders
sectoral
subsystems
/ processes

(MS-/ sector specific RA methods)

Information about
sectoral ICT services
and system

Legend:
New features

CTI
supported by

sectoral threat
landscape

‒ Classification of risk  MRC
‒ Selection of CSL, CAR
‒ Definition of requirements to
ICT products, ICT processes
and ICT services

ISO/IEC 270xx series-based
methods and terms

Mapping to
ISO/IEC 15408

ISO/IEC 15408-based
schemes
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used
ininthe
used
thesectoral
sectoralsystem
system
ICT product vendors
ICT
ICTproduct
productvendors
vendors

Sectoral risk assessment
for cybersecurity certification scheme development

ISO/IEC 15408-based
methods and terms

Existing concepts for
generating information

ISO/IEC 270xxbased schemes

Definition
of
security
and
Definition
ofof
security
and
Definition
security
and
assurance
for
ICT
products
assurance
for
ICT
products
assurance
for
ICT
products
used in the sectoral system

Scalabe controls
acc. to CSL concept

Mapping to
ISO/IEC 15408

EXPECTED BENEFITS
‒ The methodology’s holistic approach and the use of CTI generates a
sound basis of information for the entire sectoral service system.

‒ This enables optimization at all levels, the implementation of consistency
and generates benefits for the sector, its customers and suppliers:
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‒

Underpinning assessments of risk and assurance and the definition of
assurance and security levels by use of CTI information

‒

Scheme implementations may follow specific market needs while
keeping consistency and coherence

‒

Transparency and reliability in balancing risks and cost of security will
support acceptance

‒

Product and service suppliers will benefit from precise sectoral
requirements and information for their products

‒

Coordinated deployment of controls, control libraries, security by
design

OBSERVATIONS AND ASSUMPTIONS
1. Open, non-discriminatory sectoral service platforms require
‒ an open architecture based on open standards

‒ a service offer and market reach that is competitive  Requires
potentially a cooperation of many sectoral organization
‒ special efforts to ensure interoperability, common approach to security

2. Role of standardization and certification
‒ Availability of open standards for implementation and interop testing
are prerequisites for open systems
‒ Certification is typically required for interoperability and for assuring a
specified minimum level of security

‒ Security certification establishes trust between (potentially competing)
sectoral organizations
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REMARKS
The benefits of a comprehensive approach to sectoral cybersecurity
are apparent. The approach could benefit significantly from the
following:
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‒

Relevant standards (i.e. ISO/IEC 270xx, ISO/IEC 15408) could be
equipped with interfaces that facilitate the exchange of information

‒

Guidance how ISMS could be enhanced to support defined security and
assurance levels

‒

Definition of a common evaluation methodology (supporting certification
of assurance levels) for ISMS

‒

Synchronized development and maintenance schedules of the employed
standards (clustering of standards with regards to areas of application)
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